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[1] Both hybrid/full particle simulations and recent experimental results have clearly
evidenced that the front of a supercritical quasi‐perpendicular shock can be nonstationary.
One responsible mechanism proposed for this nonstationarity is the self‐reformation of
the front itself being due to the accumulation of reflected ions. Important consequences of
this nonstationarity are that not only the amplitude but also the spatial scales of fields
components at the shock front (ramp and foot) are strongly varying within each
cycle of the self‐reformation. On the other hand, several studies have been made on the
acceleration and heating of heavy ions but most have been restricted to a stationary
shock profile only. Herein, one‐dimensional test particle simulations based on shock
profiles fields produced in PIC simulation are performed in order to investigate the impact
of the shock front nonstationarity on heavy ion acceleration (He, O, Fe). Reflection
and acceleration mechanisms of heavy ions (with different initial thermal velocities
and different charge‐mass ratios) interacting with a nonstationary shock front
(self‐reformation) are analyzed in detail. Present preliminary results show that: (1) the
heavy ions suffer both shock drift acceleration (SDA) and shock surfing acceleration
(SSA) mechanisms; (2) the fraction of reflected heavy ions increases with initial
thermal velocity, charge‐mass ratio and decreasing shock front width at both stationary
shocks (situation equivalent to fixed shock cases) and nonstationary shocks (situation
equivalent to continuously time‐evolving shock cases); (3) the shock front nonstationarity
(time‐evolving shock case) facilitates the reflection of heavy ions; (4) a striking feature
is the formation of an injected monoenergetic heavy ions population which persists in
the shock front spectrum for different initial thermal velocities and ions species. The
impact of the shock front nonstationarity on the heavy ions spectra within the shock front
region and the downstream region are detailed separately. Present results are compared
with previous experimental analysis and theoretical models of solar energetic particles
(SEP) events. The variations of Fe/O spectra in high energy part have been retrieved,
and the nonstationary effects of shock front strongly amplify these variations.
Citation: Yang, Z. W., B. Lembège, and Q. M. Lu (2011), Acceleration of heavy ions by perpendicular collisionless shocks:
Impact of the shock front nonstationarity, J. Geophys. Res., 116, A10202, doi:10.1029/2011JA016605.
1. Introduction
[2] A large body of solar observations in the 1980s∼1990s
led to the formulation of a standard model, by which solar
energetic particle (SEP) events are divided into two cate-
gories: gradual and impulsive. According to the two‐class
paradigm (e.g., review by Reames [1999]), the impulsive
events are associated with short duration hard X‐ray flares,
occur very frequently (<1000 events per year during solar
maximum), are electron rich, have enhanced heavy ion
abundance ratios, and elevated charge states corresponding
to hot <10 MK temperature. In contrast, the gradual events
are associated with long duration soft X‐ray flares, CMEs,
occur at a rate of <20 events per year during solar maxi-
mum, are proton rich; particle intensities in the interplane-
tary (IP) space are enhanced for several days, have
abundance ratios and charge states typical for the solar
corona and solar wind, and ion energy spectra are often
power laws with a cut‐off (i.e. shoulder) at very high
energies. The commonly accepted view of SEP events
lead to their classification into either impulsive or gradual
depending on the corresponding dominant acceleration
mechanism. Particles of gradual events are those in which
the overwhelming preponderance of evidence points to
acceleration at shocks driven by fast coronal mass ejections
(CMEs) [Kahler, 1994; Reames et al., 1997; Reames, 2002].
In contrast, particles of impulsive events are generally
ascribed to acceleration at sites associated with flares and
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magnetic reconnection (independent of fast CME‐driven
shocks) [Hsieh and Simpson, 1970; Reames et al., 1994;
Wang et al., 2006]. Moreover, some gradual solar energetic
particle events show unusual features at high energies that
are typically associated with impulsive events. Proposed
reasons for these hybrid events are based on superposed
individual impulsive and gradual events, and the seed
population typically comprises ions at least from the corona
or solar wind (ambient, unheated, coronal material) and
from flares (the ions are highly stripped of orbital electrons
by the hot environment) [Cohen et al., 2005; Tylka et al.,
2005, 2006]. Their studies are based on a large amount
of observations by the Advanced Composition Explorer
(ACE), Wind, the Interplanetary Monitoring Platform
8 (IMP8), and GEOS missions. The acceleration of com-
pound seed populations by shock in large gradual SEP event
has been modeled subsequently [Tylka and Lee, 2006;
Sandroos and Vainio, 2007]. In their models, heavy ions as
well as protons can be accelerated by shock wave in the
absence of a shock front microstructure, and the proposed
mechanism is the diffusive shock acceleration (DSA). The
authors also realized that additional work was needed to
test the limit of the simplified shock geometry hypothesis
which was mainly phenomenological. Herein, we propose to
analyze the dynamics of heavy ions interacting with self‐
consistent shock profiles produced in particle in cell (PIC)
simulations. Full PIC simulations including simultaneously
different heavy ion species have a high computer cost.
Presently, the interaction of these heavy ions is analyzed
with test particles technique which has the advantages of
relative simplicity and low computer costs. In addition, the
combined seed population model created by Tylka and Lee
[2006] gives us a motivation to analyze the effect of charge‐
mass ratio and initial thermal velocity on ion acceleration
in detail by using test particles approach. Moreover, the use
of shock profiles produced in PIC simulation present the
advantages of including not only the microstructures of the
shock front but also the self‐consistent temporal‐variation of
these structures (nonstationary effects).
[3] The theory of diffusive shock acceleration (DSA) has
been intensively used since more than 30 years [Axford et al.,
1977; Bell, 1978a, 1978b; Krymsky, 1977; Blandford and
Ostriker, 1978; Lee, 1983; Blandford and Eicher, 1987;
Webb et al., 1995; Malkov and O’C Drury, 2001; Li et al.,
2003; Giacalone, 2004; Zank et al., 2006] and is currently
believed to be the most important mechanism of shock
acceleration for a variety of space physics environments,
for example, planetary bow shocks, interplanetary (IP) shock
waves driven outward by CMEs, the heliospheric termina-
tion shock (TS), cometary shocks, and shocks associated
with supernova remnants (SNR). It is generally thought that
DSA should favor the acceleration of heavy ions over lighter
ions since the larger gyro‐radii ions would be “injected”
more easily into the acceleration process. However, a similar
theory does not apply at quasi‐perpendicular shocks (Bn
> 45°, where Bn is the angle between the shock normal and
the upstream magnetic field) where the reflected ions return
to the shocks almost immediately due to the gyro‐motion in
the upstream magnetic field. Therefore, other mechanisms
such as the shock drift acceleration (SDA) [Hudson, 1965;
Webb et al., 1983; Decker and Vlahos, 1985; Decker, 1988;
Begelman and Kirk, 1990; Chalov, 2001] and the shock
surfing acceleration (SSA) [Sagdeev, 1966; Katsouleas and
Dawson, 1983; Zank et al., 1996; Lee et al., 1996; Lipatov
et al., 1998; Lee, 1999; Shapiro and Üçer, 2003; Üçer and
Shapiro, 2001, 2005] have been proposed and are consid-
ered to play important roles on ion acceleration or pre‐
acceleration at quasi‐perpendicular shocks. Nevertheless,
the formation of energetic heavy ions accelerated by quasi‐
perpendicular shocks requires a deeper analysis.
[4] With 1D hybrid simulations, Omidi et al. [1986] have
investigated the effect of velocity distribution function of
heavy ions (O+) on the formation and structure of cometary
shocks. The results of their study indicate that, at high Mach
numbers, the quasi‐perpendicular shock structure is highly
dependent on the type of the heavy ions (O+) distribution.
Heavy ions from a ring distribution can be reflected back to
the upstream region and form a large foot, while heavy ions
from a Maxwellian distribution can mostly penetrate the
shock without reflection and without affecting the shock
structure as much. In above studies, the used spatial reso-
lution is 0.5c/wpi (where c/wpi is the ion inertial length). As a
consequence, the shock profile is stationary as the spatial
resolution is not high enough to allow the self‐reformation
to set up [Hellinger et al., 2002]. The effect of initial thermal
velocity of heavy ions on their reflection and acceleration at
nonstationary shocks has not been analyzed. Toida and
Ohsawa [1997] studied the acceleration mechanisms of
four ion species (H, He, O and Fe) at strictly perpendicular
shocks by using both theoretical method and PIC simula-
tion. According to their theory, the fraction of reflected ions
increases rapidly with their charge‐mass ratio. In their
simulation, the authors found that all heavy ions pass
through the shock front directly and are accelerated by the
transverse electric field; the longitudinal electric field has no
noticeable impact. The maximum velocity of heavy ions
within the shock front is almost independent on their mass.
In above studies, the shock front was again stationary, and
the impact of charge‐mass ratio of heavy ions on their
reflection and acceleration at nonstationary shock has not
been investigated.
[5] Previous experiments [Morse et al., 1972], observa-
tions [Lobzin et al., 2007; Mazelle et al., 2010], hybrid
[Hellinger et al., 2002; Yuan et al., 2009] and particle in cell
(PIC) simulations [Biskamp and Welter, 1972; Lembège and
Dawson, 1987; Lembège and Savoini, 1992; Shimada and
Hoshino, 2000; Schmitz et al., 2002; Hada et al., 2003;
Scholer et al., 2003; Nishimura et al., 2003; Lee et al., 2004,
2005; Lembège et al., 2009] have revealed that high Mach
number, collisionless, shocks are nonstationary. One pro-
posed mechanism responsible for this nonstationarity is the
self‐reformation of the shock front due to the accumulation
of reflected ions at a foot distance from the ramp. This
nonstationary process has been well evidenced in 1D/2D
PIC and hybrid simulations, and persists quite well even
for realistic mass ratio [Scholer and Matsukiyo, 2004]. Yang
et al. [2009a] have investigated the ion acceleration at such
nonstationary shocks. However, their study was restricted
to protons with Maxwellian and shell distributions, and
the impact of shock front reformation on heavy ion accel-
eration has not been analyzed. Chapman et al. [2005] have
investigated the impact of heavy ions (helium) with different
density percentages on the shock front self‐reformation
of perpendicular shocks. Their study indicates that the self‐
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reformation is unchanged when the percentage of helium
ions is below 10%, but is affected as this percentage is equal
to or above 10%. However, the impact of the shock front
nonstationarity on the dynamics of heavy ions, and on the
resulting heavy ion energy spectra has not been analyzed.
[6] In this paper, we aim to address the following ques-
tions by using test particle simulation based on shock pro-
files produced in one‐dimensional PIC simulation: (1) What
is the impact of shock front nonstationarity on heavy ion
acceleration at a collisionless, supercritical, perpendicular
shock? (2) How is this impact according to different initial
conditions (varying initial thermal velocity and charge‐mass
ratio)? (3) What types of acceleration mechanisms (SSA
and/or SDA) dominate for these different conditions? (4)
What are the consequences of this nonstationarity on heavy
ions energy spectra for the different species? This paper is
organized as follows. In section 2, we briefly describe the
numerical model. Sections 3 and 4 present the simulation
results for (stationary) fixed shock profiles (selected at given
times), and for time‐evolving shock (nonstationary) profiles,
respectively. In section 5, we discuss and compare our
results with those of previous papers. The main conclusions
are summarized in section 6.
2. Simulation Model
[7] Herein, we implement a combination of a 1‐D PIC
simulation in order to model the fields of a self‐consistent
(nonstationary) perpendicular shock profile and a test par-
ticle simulation to follow the dynamics of a large number
of energetic heavy ions. First, we have performed a one‐
dimensional PIC simulation similar to that of previous
works [Lembège and Dawson, 1987; Lembège and Savoini,
1992], and the shock is initiated by a magnetic piston
(applied current pulse). Plasma and shock conditions are
similar to those used by Hada et al. [2003] and Yang et al.
[2009a]. The shock geometry is defined in the upstream
frame: the shock propagates along the x direction and an
upstream magnetic field ~Bo is applied along the z direction.
All dimensionless quantities are indicated by a tilde “∼” and
are normalized as follows. The spatial coordinate is ~x = x/D;
velocity ~ = n/wpeD; time ~t = wpet, electric field ~E = eE/
mewpe
2D; magnetic field ~B = eB/mewpe
2D. The parameters
D, wpe, me and e are, respectively, the numerical grid size,
the electron plasma frequency, the electron mass and the
electric charge. All basic parameters are as follows: the size
of the plasma simulation box Lx = 4096; velocity of light ~c =
3, and mass ratio of proton and electron Mi/me = 84. Ini-
tially, the particle density is ni = ne = 50 in each grid. The
electron/ion temperature ratio Te/Ti = 1.58 (low bi) is chosen
in order to investigate the particle acceleration at a reform-
ing shock and to keep a certain coherency with previous
PIC simulations [Hada et al., 2003; Yang et al., 2009a]. The
ambient magnetic field is |~Bo| = 1.5. The shock has an
averaged Alfvénic Mach number, MA = 5.2 where MA =
Vshock/VA is determined in the upstream plasma (i.e. simu-
lation) frame; the Alfvén velocity ~VA is equal to 0.16. For
these initial conditions, the plasma parameters are summa-
rized in Table 1 for both electrons and protons, the Larmor
gyro‐radius in Table 1 is calculated based on thermal
velocity. Table 2 summarizes the plasma parameters used
for different heavy ions in the test particle simulations.
[8] Second, we integrate the full motion of test‐particle
heavy ions in the electric and magnetic fields obtained in the
above PIC simulation. Heavy ions are described with
Maxwellian velocity distribution. The parametric analysis
is performed with different thermal velocities ~V thi (from
0.1~V thp to 30~V thp, where ~V thp is the proton thermal velocity
in our PIC simulation) and different charge‐mass ratios
Q/M (from 1 to 7/16). Four species of ions (H+, 3H2+, 4He2+
or O8+, and O7+) are considered here, and their charge‐mass
ratios are 1, 2/3, 1/2 and 7/16, respectively. 4He2+ and O7+
are typical corona seed populations, and 3H2+ and O8+ are
typical flare seed populations [Tylka and Lee, 2006]. Ini-
tially, these test particles are uniformly distributed in the far
upstream (50 particles per cell). For a given time, a shock
profile is selected and interacts with test particles during its
propagation. Our test particle simulations are separated into
two parts. In the first part (fixed shock), we choose three
typical shock profiles at three different times within one self‐
reformation cycle, and we analyze separately the dynamics
of heavy ions interacting with these stationary‐like shock
profiles. Here, the propagating shock is injected with an
instantaneous velocity equal to that directly measured in the
PIC simulation; note that an instantaneous Mach number
may differ from the value averaged over one full self‐
reformation cycle (MA = 5.24). In the second part (time‐
evolving shock), we investigate the dynamics of heavy ions
interacting with a shock continuously time‐evolving during
its self‐reformation. The test particles encounter the shock
front continuously, and the simulation time range covers
about five reformation cycles of the shock front.
[9] We note that in our model the test particle simulation
of heavy ions is not self‐consistent. The heavy ion scale
shock structure, which may be important, is neglected here.
Solving the whole problem of heavy ions with a high (or
realistic) mass value and full PIC simulations for quite dif-
ferent heavy ions species is computationally very expensive.
Our present approach results from a compromise based on
the results of Chapman et al. [2005] which indicate that the
characteristic features of the shock front self‐reformation is
not affected by the presence of heavy ions provided their
Table 1. Upstream Plasma Parameters Defined for PIC Simulations
Electrons Ions
Thermal velocity ~V thx,y,z 0.2 0.017
Debye length ~D 0.2 0.16
Larmor gyroradius ~c 0.4 2.91
Inertia length ~c/~!p 3.0 27.5
Gyro frequency ~Wc 0.5 0.006
Plasma frequency ~!p 1.0 0.11
Gyro period ~ c 12.55 1055.46
Plasma beta ~ 0.0355 0.0225
Table 2. Parameters for Different Ion Species (Figures 6, 7, 8, and
13), for the Case ~V thi = 5~V thp
H+ 3He2+ 4He2+ or O8+ O7+
Thermal velocity ~V thix,y,z 0.085 0.085 0.085 0.085
Larmor gyroradius ~ci 14 21 28 33
Gyro frequency ~Wci 0.006 0.004 0.003 0.0026
Gyro period ~ci 1056 1583 2111 2413
Plasma beta ~i 0.55 0.825 1.1 1.26
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percentage is below a certain threshold (less than 10% for
Helium); then, the microstructures of the shock front and
its nonstationarity is self‐consistently present and mainly
driven by protons. Our present simulations apply mainly to
this case. In addition, our approach presents the advantage
of relative simplicity, of low computer cost and allows us to
perform a detailed parametric analysis and high statistical
study necessary for computing the energy spectra for the
different ion species.
3. Simulation Results: Fixed Shock Profiles
[10] The nonstationarity of the supercritical perpendicular
shock is illustrated in Figure 1 (left), which shows the time
evolution of the magnetic field ~Bz from ~t = 628 to 2064. At
~t = 650, the shock ramp (the old ramp) is at about ~X = 4615.
Later at about ~t = 800, the relatively high percentage of
reflected protons accumulates in the foot so that the foot
amplitude keeps increasing in time until its edge is high
enough to become a new ramp. At about ~t = 930, the
amplitude of the new ramp located around ~X = 4850
exceeds that of the old ramp. Simultaneously, the old ramp
downstream of the new ramp becomes weaker. The non-
stationary shock front is characterized by a self‐reformation
process with a cyclic period about 256~!pe
−1 ≈ 1.5~Wci−1. This
shock front reformation has been interpreted as a coupling
between the “incoming” and “reflecting” protons [Hada
et al., 2003]. In this paper, we focus our attention to the
impact of the shock front self‐reformation on heavy ion
acceleration.
[11] In this section, three typical shock profiles (A, B and C)
are selected at late times within the fifth self‐reformation
cycle (from ~t = 1488 to 1744), and are shown in Figure 1
(right). Profiles A, B and C represent the snapshots of ~Bz,
~Ey and ~Ex at ~t = 1552, 1600 and 1744, respectively. In
profile A, the shock front includes a ramp and a foot, and the
position of the ramp is denoted by “O” (old) ramp. In profile
B, the amplitude of the old ramp has decreased. Simulta-
neously, the foot amplitude (and its width) increases and
reaches a value at least 50% of that of the old one and
becomes a new ramp “N”. In profile C, the amplitude of the
new ramp has already overcome the old one. For profiles B
and C, the reference ramp used herein is the main new
ramp (“N”), which has larger ~Ex than the old one. The ramp
positions for profile A, B and C are ~X = 5359, 5436 and
5537, and their corresponding instantaneous propagating
velocities ~V shock along x direction are 51.5~V thp, 58.8~V thp and
36.8~V thp. The shock front widths of profile A, B and C
(including foot and ramp) equals to 2.4~c/~!pi, 3.6~c/~!pi and
1.3~c/~!pi, which are in proton scale. Corresponding ramp
width is about 2~c/~!pe, 23~c/~!pe and 3~c/~!pe, respectively.
These fixed shock profiles will allow us to address two
important issues. One is the effect of initial thermal velocity
of heavy ions on their reflection, acceleration and energy
spectrum, and the other is the impact of the charge‐mass
ratio.
[12] At the beginning of test particle simulation, we ini-
tially give each test particle an identification index. At each
time step, the new incoming ions are divided into three
groups: the shock drift accelerated (SDA) ions , the shock
surfing accelerated (SSA) ions and the directly transmitted
(DT) ions, following the same selection process as that used
by Yang et al. [2009a]. Simultaneously, their index values
are changed to 1 (for SSA), 2(for SDA) and 3 (for DT),
respectively. As soon as the new index value is affected, it
will stay unchanged forever, and the count of each popu-
lation continues. For a given group (SSA, SDA or DT ions),
the energy spectrum is calculated at any moment during the
test particle simulation. In present section 3 (fixed shock
profiles), each test particle simulation stops at an ending
time which is defined as the time before first heavy ions
approach the piston far downstream behind the shock front.
Figure 1. (left) Time evolution of ~Bz versus time. (right) Main field components ~Bz, ~Ey and ~Ex of three
typical shock profiles chosen at ~t = 1552 (black), 1600 (blue) and 1744 (red), within one self‐reformation
cycle. Black dashed vertical lines indicate the main ramp locations at these different shock profiles, where
the electrostatic field ~Ex is maximum. These three profiles are denoted by A, B and C in Figure 1 (left),
respectively [from Yang et al., 2009a].
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Since we select shock profiles at late times of the PIC
simulation, heavy ions have enough time to interact with the
shock front and the downstream structures which include
the reminiscent signatures of the previous self‐reformations.
Then, two spectra are considered for a given profile: (1) the
shock front spectrum includes all ions located between
the upstream edge of the foot (where local ~Bz exceeds a
threshold (here ~Bo + 0.1) chosen such that it is slightly larger
than the maximum amplitude of upstream ~Bz field turbu-
lence) and the ramp (defined at the location of the maximum
~Ex peak); (2) the downstream spectrum includes all ions
located between this same ramp and the far downstream
limit (reached by the last heavy ions penetrating further
downstream); this limit can vary according to the initial
~V thi and the Q/M ratio. Same procedure applies to other
profiles at ~t = 1600 (profile B) and ~t = 1744 (profile C).
The ramp location is indicated by a vertical dashed line in
Figures 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8.
Figure 2. (a–d) The phase space plots (~V ix versus ~X ) of helium ions
4He2+ with different initial
Maxwellian thermal velocities for profile A chosen at time ~t = 1552. The magnetic field ~Bz (blue) and
electrostatic field ~Ex (red) components are also shown for reference in each plot. (e and f) The corresponding
normalized energy spectra measured within the shock front and the downstream region obtained from
Figures 2a–2d; each case (Figures 2a–2d) of Figures 2e and 2f is identified by different colors.
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3.1. Impact of Initial Thermal Energy
[13] Herein, we focus on the effect of initial thermal
velocity on heavy ion (helium 4He2+) reflection and accel-
eration at different shock profiles. For profile A, phase space
plots are shown in Figures 2a–2d. Maxwellian distributions
of helium 4He2+ are considered with different initial thermal
velocities 0.5~V thp (Figure 2a), ~V thp (Figure 2b), 5~V thp
(Figure 2c), and 10~V thp (Figure 2d). Main magnetic field
and longitudinal electric field are also shown for reference
in each panel. Results show that (1) helium ions with low
initial thermal velocity cannot be reflected by the shock
ramp (Figures 2a and 2b), (2) the center location of their
rotation/vortex in phase space is always behind the over-
shoot (defined by protons in PIC simulations), because of
their inertia stronger than that of protons. These vortices
keep some coherency for low thermal velocity (Figures 2a
and 2b) but become more diffuse for high thermal velocity
cases (Figures 2c and 2d); (3) once the initial thermal
velocity of 4He2+ particles exceeds a threshold (~V thp), a
fraction of reflected ions emerges and their density rapidly
increases with thermal velocity. Single trajectories and
energization processes of those reflected ions will be ana-
lyzed in Figure 9. Figure 2e shows the corresponding shock
front spectra versus ~E (here, ~E = ~Ek/ ~M i, ~Ek, ~Ek is the
Figure 3. Similar plots as Figure 2 for shock profile B at ~t = 1600.
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dimensionless kinetic energy, ~M i is the dimensionless mass
ratio normalized with respect to the electron mass for dif-
ferent ion species; e.g. Mi/me = 84, 252, 336 and 1344 for
H, 3He, 4He and O components, respectively). For high
~V thp, the origin of the bump around 0.7 (Figures 2c and 2d)
correspond to particle reflection. Figure 2f shows the cor-
responding downstream spectra of helium ions. Those
spectra exhibit a power law form (~E−k) in the middle energy
part (0.005∼0.5), with a characteristic index k weakly
varying between 0.5< k <0.6. A distinct maximum energy
cut off occurs in the high energy range (above ∼0.5) for each
case, which only slightly increases with ~V thp, within the
range 1∼2.
[14] Figures 3a–3d shows the phase space plots of 4He2+
particles for profile B. Shock profile B exhibits a lower
(overshoot) and a broaden shock front (including ramp and
foot), and represents an easier barrier to pass through.
Indeed, all incident ions are directly transmitted downstream
whatever ~V thi is. The location of the vortex center is largely
shifted further downstream (as compared to profile A) but
stays unchanged with ~V thi. However, important particle
diffusion again takes place, as ~V thi increases.
[15] Figures 3e and 3f represent their shock front spectra
and downstream spectra, respectively. The main core of
shock front spectra corresponds to upstream ions and can
be used as reference (Figure 3e); no high energy bump is
Figure 4. Similar plots as Figure 2 for shock profile C at ~t = 1744.
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evidenced since no ions are reflected. In both subplots, the
spectra have Maxwellian‐like form (no power law features).
The maximum energy of the shock front spectrum corre-
sponds only to that of the upstream ~V thi. For downstream
spectra, the range of the bump is relatively unchanged
(0.09∼2 in Figure 3f) with ~V thi, as compared to those obtained
in the reference cases (0.004∼0.2 Figure 3e). In addition,
a noticeable downstream heating is evidenced by the broad-
ening of the spectrum which becomes larger as ~V thi increases
(Figure 3f).
[16] In contrast, at profile C, the shock ramp is very steep
and the amplitudes of both longitudinal electric field ~Ex
and magnetic field are very strong. Then, the cross‐shock
potential strongly increases (not shown here) within the
narrow shock front, and a high fraction of reflected ions
is expected. This is confirmed in the phase space plots of
4He2+ particles (Figure 4), where a noticeable percentage
of reflected 4He2+ ions is evidenced whatever ~V thi is.
[17] For low ~V thi (<~V thp), the motion of reflected ions
stays very coherent even further downstream (double vor-
tices in Figure 3a) and corresponds to a large ion ring
population in perpendicular velocity space (not shown here).
[18] However, for high ~V thi (>~V thp), the reflected ions
become more much diffuse from this large vortex structure.
Main features are: first, the spatial extension of the reflected
ions (due to this strong diffusion) strongly increases
upstream as ~V thi increases. Second, the locations of the large
multiple vortex centers stay unchanged whatever ~V thi is.
Third, those vortices are fed by at least four kinds of ions
as evidenced by analyzing time trajectories of typical
4He2+ ions shown in Figure 5; these ions are selected from
Figure 4c. A deeper look of Figure 4c evidences that the first
vortex presents an intricate structure (“∞” shape) around the
shock front 7630< ~x <7700, which can be analyzed thanks
to these time trajectories. The four kinds of heavy ions
correspond to:
Figure 5. (a–d) Different types of typical phase space trajectories of helium ions 4He2+ selected from
Figure 4c (~V thi = 5~V thp), and shown in the shock rest frame. “V1” and “V2” indicate the vortices in
phase space formed, respectively, just behind the overshoot and at the ramp (see Figure 4). Trajectories
are shown in different panels for the purpose of clarity. The vertical dashed line denotes the shock ramp
location. Profiles of ~Bz (blue) and ~Ex (red) fields components are also shown for reference.
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[19] 1. Ions which are reflected at the ramp (vertical dashed
line) and then go downstream (vortex V2 in Figure 5a). Its
behavior is similar to proton trajectory.
[20] 2. Ions which are directly transmitted through the
ramp but are trapped by the bipolar ~Ex structure in the
vicinity of overshoot, are expelled upstream on a large
Larmor orbit which forces these to go back downstream
(Figure 5b). The ion which suffers more bounces (3 bounces
for vortex V1 in Figure 5b) is expelled upstream on a larger
orbit (and reach a further part of the upstream region during
its gyration) than the ion suffering less bounces (2 bounces
for vortex V2 in Figure 5b) and even only one bounce
(ion V1 in Figure 5a). Ion V1 of Figure 5a has similar
behavior as those of lower ~V thi (Figure 4a).
[21] 3. Ions which penetrate downstream but are reflected
behind the overshoot, more precisely between the old and
the new ramps (vortex V1 in Figure 5c). The trajectories and
energization of these ions are similar to that of protons,
Figure 6. (a–d) The phase space plots (~V ix versus ~X ) of different ion species with the same initial
thermal speed (~V thi = 5~V thp) obtained with profile A at time ~t = 1552. The magnetic field ~Bz (blue)
and electrostatic field ~Ex (red) components are also shown for reference in each plot. (e and f) The
corresponding normalized energy spectra measured within the shock front and the downstream region
obtained from Figures 6a–6d; each case (Figures 6a–6d) of Figures 6e and 6f is identified by different
colors.
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which have already been mentioned in Figure 7 of previous
paper [Yang et al. 2009a].
[22] 4. Ions which are directly transmitted through the
whole shock front and succeed to penetrate far downstream
without any reflection (Figure 5d).
[23] 5. The “∞” vortex shape observed around the shock
front 7630< ~x <7700 of Figure 4c, appears as being com-
posed with different types of ion trajectories illustrated by
vortices V1 and V2 in Figures 5a–5c.
[24] The full understanding of these different trajectories
requires a detailed analysis which is out of scope of the
present paper and is left for a further work. The shock front
spectra of helium particles shown in Figure 4e allow stres-
sing the following striking features: a bump is clearly
formed in the high energy range whatever ~V thi is. This bump
corresponds to the formation of a monoenergetic reflected
4He2+ population centered around a high energy value
which stays unchanged with ~V thi, and forms an injected
population. However, the fraction of reflected ions (and the
width of its spectrum i.e. its heating) strongly increases with
~V thi. Figure 4f shows downstream spectra of helium parti-
cles. Surprisingly, the spectrum exhibits a strong change
from a Maxwellian‐like (weak ~V thi) to a power law shape
(strong ~V thi). For high ~V thi, the power law index approxi-
mately equals to 1.5 in the middle energy part (0.3∼2),
which corresponds to a much steeper spectrum than those
Figure 7. Similar plots as Figure 6 for shock profile B at ~t = 1600.
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measured in Figure 2. The maximum energy of the spectrum
weakly increases (from 2 to 3.1) with ~V thi.
[25] In summary, a very strong contrast is observed in the
dynamics of heavy ions with percentage of reflection varying
from 0% to 100% between profiles A and C, leading to a
strong impact on corresponding shock front and downstream
spectra (transition from Maxwellian to power law shapes and
formation of monoenergetic population). The maximum
energy of downstream spectrum not only increases with
initial ~V thi, but also depends on the shock front profile. In
other words, the shock front self‐reformation plays the role
of a natural filter. All high initial thermal velocity cases are
accompanied by diffusion, but the strength of this diffusion
strongly depends of the concerned shock profile. In contrast,
the location of the heavy ions vortex formed around the
shock transition region is independent on the initial thermal
velocity.
3.2. Impact of Charge‐Mass Ratio
[26] Herein, we focus our attention to the impact of
charge‐mass ratio (Q/M) on heavy ion acceleration at the
same selected shock profiles. All ion species initially have
a Maxwellian distribution with the same thermal velocity
~V thi = 5~V thp (where the subscript “i” identifies the different
ion species). Initial plasma parameters corresponding to the
different heavy ions species are summarized in Table 2.
Figure 8. Similar plots as Figure 6 for shock profile C at ~t = 1744.
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Figures 6a–6d show the phase space plots of heavy ions
at profile A, where the proton population is also shown for
reference (Figure 6a). The charge‐mass ratios of different
species of ions: H+, 3H2+, 4He2+ or O8+, and O7+ are 1, 2/3,
1/2, and 7/16, respectively. The main features are summa-
rized as follows:
[27] 1. In contrast to section 3.1, we found that the diffu-
sion level for the different ions species is almost unchanged
(except between protons and helium ions); then, the diffusion
mainly depends on the initial thermal velocity (which is the
same in present case) as shown in Section 3.1.
Figure 9. (a–c) Three typical (~X − ~Y ) trajectories of 4He2+ ions suffering respectively SDA, SSA and
DT mechanisms at the same shock profile A measured in the shock frame and corresponding to Figure 2d
(where ~V thi = 10~V thp). The upstream edge of the foot, the ramp and overshoot locations are also shown for
reference by red, black and cyan vertical dashed lines respectively. (d–f) Corresponding kinetic energy
~Ek versus ~X are shown. (g) The different normalized energy spectra of the three kinds of
4He2+ ion
populations suffering respectively the SDA (red curve), SSA (green curve) and DT (blue curve)
mechanisms, and contributing to the total shock front spectrum (represented by a black dashed curve
which corresponds to the case ~V thi = 10~V thp of Figure 2).
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[28] 2. As the ratio Q/M decreases (more massive ions),
the penetration of heavy ions is deeper and the location of
the ions vortex center in the vicinity of shock front shifts
downstream.
[29] 3. Figure 6e shows shock front spectra of different
heavy ion species. The bump in the high energy range
(Figure 2) persists quite well. As the ratio Q/M decreases,
the percentage of this monoenergetic ions population (i.e.
of reflected ions) decreases as expected, while the power
law index k of the middle energy range (0.01∼0.2) increases
from 1 to 2.5.
[30] 4. Figure 6f shows corresponding downstream spec-
tra of heavy ions. Those spectra follow a power law (~E−k) in
the middle energy range (0.02∼0.4), with a k index lower
than 0.5 (quite flat). A “shoulder” limit (around ∼0.6) is
evidenced for each case. The maximum energy cut off
~Emax is always around 1.5 for all cases (except protons for
which ~Emax = 2.5).
[31] Figures 7a–7d show the phase space plots of heavy
ions at profile B. No reflected ions are evidenced whatever
the Q/M ratio is. Deeper downstream penetration of heavy
ions is observed as the ratio Q/M decreases. The shock front
spectrum (Figure 7e) presents an unchanged Maxwellian‐
like shape whatever the ratio is. In contrast, downstream
spectra of heavy ions (Figure 7f) show strong changes char-
acterized by a transition from a power law to a Maxwellian‐
like type as the Q/M ratio decreases. The maximum energy
cut off is independent on this ratio.
[32] Figures 8a–8d show the phase space plots of heavy
ions at profile C (largest amplitude of the shock front). As
the Q/M ratio decreases, the upstream excursion of reflected
heavy ions (during their gyromotion) increases due to their
more massive inertia (similar to Figure 4), and their diffu-
sion slightly increases. However, the vortex location is
almost unchanged. Figure 8e shows shock front spectra of
heavy ion particles. Low energy range (less than 0.02) of
these spectra is unchanged whatever the Q/M ratio is. Power
law index k in the middle energy range (0.02∼0.25) of these
spectra increase with the ratio roughly from 1.6 to 3.3. The
striking feature is in the high energy range (0.3∼2), where a
monoenergetic ion population (well‐detached Maxwellian‐
like distribution) is clearly evidenced whatever Q/M is. The
location of this bump is always centered on roughly the
same energy value (~E ∼0.6); its amplitude (i.e. the per-
centage of reflected ions) and its width (heating) stay almost
unchanged. Figure 8f shows downstream spectra of heavy
ions. Low energy range (0.001∼0.08) of these spectra is no
monotonic versus Q/M ratio. Power law index k in the
middle energy range (0.08∼1.5) of these spectra slightly
decreases with Q/M. Again, a same shoulder value is
evidenced in the high energy range (>1.5) for all Q/M values,
and a similar observation applies for the maximum energy
cut off (around 2).
[33] In summary, subsections 3.1 and 3.2 indicate that the
fraction of reflected ions increases as their charge‐mass ratio
decreases and their initial thermal velocity increases. Profile
A and C reveal to be quite efficient for reflecting and
accelerating heavy ions rather than profile B.
3.3. Particle Trajectory Analysis
[34] The following question persists: is there any dominant
acceleration mechanism responsible for the formation of
high energy heavy ions? In particular, what mechanism
contributes to the formation of monoenergetic ion population
(bump) in shock front spectra as that observed for profile A
(Figures 2e and 6e) and profiles C (Figures 4e and 8e). In
order to answer these questions, time trajectory and energi-
zation of a few heavy ions have been analyzed from results
of profile A chosen as an example (Figure 2d). Results are
summarized in Figure 9 where three kinds of heavy ions
suffering different energization mechanisms have been
identified: the shock drift acceleration (SDA) ions, the shock
surfing acceleration (SSA) ions, and the directly transmitted
(DT) ions. The identification method for identifying each
ion population is analogous to that already applied to pro-
tons in a previous paper [Yang et al. 2009a]. Heavy ion
trajectories are reported in Figures 9a–9c; Figures 9d–9f
show the variations of the corresponding kinetic energy
versus X. The upstream edge of the foot, the locations of the
ramp and of the overshoot are indicated by red, black and
cyan as vertical dashed lines, respectively. Figure 9a shows
the trajectories of two typical SDA 4He2+ ions in shock rest
frame. The black curve is for a standard SDA ion that gains
energy during the reflection between the foot (red vertical
dashed line) and ramp (black vertical dashed line). The blue
curve denotes a crossing SDA ion [Lever et al., 2001] that
passes through the overshoot before re‐entering upstream
during its gyromotion. Figure 9d shows that energization of
SDA‐crossing is much higher than that of standard SDA,
and this energization takes place mainly behind the over-
shoot and not within the shock front (including the ramp
and the foot). Figure 9b shows the trajectory of a SSA 4He2+
ion which is primarily reflected by the local longitudinal
electric field instead of doing a large gyromotion within the
shock front. This particle only suffers one bounce because
the cross‐shock potential is not strong enough to produce a
multi‐reflected ion (MRI). Figure 9e shows that this SSA
ion (one bounce) has poor energization as compared to
the SDA ion (Figure 9d). Figure 9c shows two typical DT
4He2+ ions trajectories. The “black” ion corresponds to a
directly transmitted ion without any energy enhancement
(Figure 9f), while the “blue” ion describes a gyro‐motion
immediately downstream of the overshoot and gains energy
from the transverse electric field (in the accelerating phase
of downstream drift motion). This acceleration mechanism
was proposed by Toida and Ohsawa [1997] and will be
discussed in section 5. This selection in SSA, SDA and
DT ions has been applied to the shock front spectrum of
Figure 2d. Statistical results are reported in Figure 9g, and
indicate that SDA (red) helium ions are the most energetic
ions and are mainly responsible for the bump in the high
energy range (monoenergetic population). In contrast, the
SSA (green) helium ions succeed to reach a part of the high
energy range (their average energy is about 0.5), but con-
tribute only a little to the bump (percentage much less than
that of SDA ions). At least, most DT ions contribute to the
low energy part of spectrum; only a few succeed to reach
an energy comparable to that of the SSA ions. Extensively,
complementary statistics have been performed for different
charge‐mass ratios (not shown here) and have clearly
evidenced that the high energy part of the shock front energy
spectrum (characterized by the bump) corresponds always to
SDA ions; SSA ions only bring a limited contribution. One
invoked reason is the broad thickness of the ramp. Indeed, a
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very thin ramp is required for the SSA mechanism to be
efficient [Zank et al., 1996].
4. Simulation Results: Time‐Evolving Shock
Profiles
[35] We investigate particle acceleration when the shock
is continuously nonstationary as shown in Figure 1 (left).
The period of self‐reformation cycle is about ~tSR = 256. Test
particles are initially distributed evenly (50 particles per cell)
within a wide upstream region at a chosen starting time ~t =
628, and have enough time (several reformation cycles) to
interact with the propagating shock. In order to compare
with the fixed shock profiles results (Section 3), we separate
this section into two parts dedicated respectively to the
impact of the initial thermal velocity and of the charge‐mass
ratio. In each part, we will consider three different ending
times. First, let us consider the time ~t = 1552 for instance.
We leave the heavy ions interacting with the nonstationary
shock between 628< ~x <1552; then, these continuously
suffer the fields fluctuations at the shock front and within
the downstream region during this time interval. This is in
contrast with results of Section 3 where ions interacted with
selected profiles fixed within the whole spatial range (whole
shock front and downstream region). Presently, the down-
stream spectrum obtained at time ~t = 1552, is calculated
between the overshoot location of the current shock profile
(at ~t = 1552) and the overshoot location of the analogous
profile obtained one reformation cycle before (at ~t = 1284).
In other words, the downstream spectrum is space (and time)
integrated within the locations of the “old” and the “new”
overshoots. This allows to compare with results obtained at
same time ~t = 1552 with the fixed profile A of Figure 2f. At
the same time ~t = 1552, the shock front spectrum is calcu-
lated from the upstream edge of the foot defined by ~Bz >
~Bo0.1 (where 0.1 is slightly higher than the maximum
amplitude of upstream B field turbulence) to the ramp
location (defined by the maximum peak of ~Ex). Similar
comparison can be performed for shock front spectrum of
profile A of section 3 (Figure 2e). Same procedure will be
used with times ~t = 1600 and ~t = 1744 in order to compare
with results obtained for profiles B (Figure 3e) and C
(Figure 4e) for the shock front spectra and for the down-
stream spectra (Figures 3f and 4f). In all cases, the box size
is identical to that used for results of Section 3.
4.1. Impact of Initial Thermal Energy
[36] First, let us analyze the impact of different initial
thermal velocities on heavy ions interacting with a time‐
evolving shock. At ~t = 1552, heavy ions have interacted
with the self‐reforming shock over a long time range D~t =
924 ≈ 3.6~tSR. The phase space plots of helium ions are
shown in Figures 10a–10d. Those ions have an initial
Maxwellian distribution with different thermal velocity
equal to 0.5~V thp (Figure 10a), ~V thp (Figure 10b), 5~V thp
(Figure 10c), and 10~V thp (Figure 10d). Magnetic (blue
curve) and longitudinal electric (red curve) fields are also
plotted for reference. Comparison between Figures 2 and 10
evidence the following points:
[37] 1. Figures 10a and 10b show that most heavy ions
succeed to pass downstream with strongly distorted trajec-
tories due to the succession of coherent structures as these
interact with the varying shock front (vortices). The remi-
niscent tracks of these coherent structures still persist at that
time in phase space and extend within a larger downstream
domain.
[38] 2. Figures 10c and 10d show an ion diffusion larger
than that in Figure 2. Moreover, the location of the vortex
center in phase space is almost the same as that in Figure 2.
[39] 3. Figures 10e and 10f show the shock front spectra
and the downstream spectra at ~t = 1552, respectively. Shock
front spectra are measured from the upstream edge of the
foot (~X = 5419) to the ramp position (~X = 5359). The
downstream spectra are measured between the overshoot
location ~X = 5353 and the previous similar overshoot
located at ~X = 5126 (defined at ~t = 1284). Shock front
spectra (Figure 10e) do not show noticeable differences
except a higher percentage of reflected ions with respect to
Figure 2. In addition, Figure 10f shows again a power law
form (~E−k) in the middle energy range (0.01 to 0.8), but the
index k (∼0.75) stays almost unchanged whatever ~V thi is.
[40] At ~t = 1600, heavy ions have interacted with the self‐
reformed shock over a longer time range D~t = 972 ≈ 3.8~tSR.
Corresponding phase space plots (Figures 11a–11d) do not
show any noticeable difference with those of Figure 10
except larger ion diffusion. The fraction of reflected heavy
ions is substantially more than that in Figure 3. Figures 10e
and 10f show the shock front spectra and the downstream
spectra at ~t = 1600, respectively. Shock front spectra are
measured from the upstream edge of the foot (~X = 5465) to
the ramp position (~X = 5436). The downstream spectra are
measured between the overshoot location ~X = 5367 and the
previous similar overshoot located at ~X = 5150 (defined at ~t
= 1320). In contrast with Figure 3, Figure 10e shows a clear
bump for high thermal velocity cases. The amplitude of this
bump is strongly enhanced for high ~V thi. Figure 10f shows a
clear power law (instead of Maxwellian) with an index
varying from 0.85 (Figure 10a) to 0.57 (Figure 10d) within
the middle energy range (0.02 to 0.6).
[41] At ~t = 1744, heavy ions have interacted with the self‐
reformed shock over a longer time ~t = 1116 ≈ 4.36~tSR.
Corresponding phase space plots (Figures 12a–12d) are
similar to those of Figures 10 and 11, but strongly differ
from the stationary shock profile (Figure 4). Figures 12e and
12f show the shock front spectra and the downstream spectra
at ~t = 1744, respectively. Shock front spectra are measured
from the upstream edge of the foot (~X = 5563) to the ramp
position (~X = 5537). The percentage of reflected heavy ions
(bump amplitude in high energy range in Figure 12e) is less
than that of Figure 4. For low initial ~V thi (<~V thp), reflected
heavy ions are totally absent. The reason is due to the fact
that the electromagnetic fields at the shock front increase
more rapidly (as driven by reflected protons in the PIC
simulation) as compared to the time during which heavy ions
will interact with such high amplitude front. In other words,
the shock does not maintain a high amplitude front during a
time long enough to reflect a noticeable number of new
incoming heavy ions. Herein, inertia effects of heavy ions
dominate. For high initial ~V thi (>~V thp), the heavy ions suffer
some reflection even within a full self‐reformation cycle.
The downstream spectra are measured between the over-
shoot (~X = 5528) and the previous similar overshoot located
at ~X = 5306 (defined at ~t = 1488). Figure 12f shows big
differences with Figure 4 due to the absence of large gyrating
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heavy ions in the downstream region; instead the heavy ions
are phase mixed downstream by the self‐reformation of the
shock front.
[42] In summary, the nonstationary effects smooth out the
strong variation evidenced in the percentage of reflected
ions (from 0% to 100%) for stationary profiles. Instead,
these contribute to maintain a noticeable reflection charac-
terized by the formation of a monoenergetic population
(bump) in the high energy range of the shock front spectra.
Moreover, an additional filtering effect due the initial ther-
mal velocity is observed in the sense that ion reflection is
only observed for high ~V thi (>~V thp). At least, the nonsta-
tionary effects lead to a power law in all downstream spectra
due to the ions phase mixing fed by the shock self refor-
mation; these effects dominate those due to the initial
thermal velocity variation. The index of this power law
varies only slightly with ~V thi.
4.2. Impact of Charge‐Mass Ratio
[43] All heavy ions species have now an initial Maxwellian
velocity distribution with the same thermal velocity ~V thi =
5~V thp (the subscript “i” holds for different species of ions).
Figure 10. (a–d) The phase space plots (~V ix versus ~X ) of heavy ion
4He2+ with different initial thermal
velocities for a continuously time self‐reforming shock between times ~t = 628 and ~t = 1552. Main mag-
netic field ~Bz (blue) and electrostatic field ~Ex (red) are also shown at time ~t = 1552 for reference in each
plot. (e and f) The corresponding normalized energy spectra calculated within the shock front and down-
stream regions, obtained from Figures 10a–10d; each case (Figures 10a–10d) of Figures 10e and 10f is
identified by different colors.
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The other setups of heavy ion test particles and spectrum
calculation boxes are the same as those used in section 4.1.
Figures 13a–13d shows phase space plots with different
charge‐mass ratios at~t = 1552. By this time, heavy ions have
interacted with this self‐reformed shock over a long time
~t = 924 ≈ 3.6~tSR, which roughly covers 0.875, 0.58, 0.44
and 0.38~ci, where ~ci is the upstream gyroperiod of H
+,
3H2+, 4He2+ or O8+, and O7+ ions respectively. For this
continuously time‐evolving shock, all species of ions have a
high percentage of reflected ions. Due to the inertia effects,
the gyration of heavy ions has just started downstream in
the overshoot. Figure 13e shows that the shock front spectra
are similar to the results of Figure 6e (fixed stationary
shock) except that the bump in the high energy range (due
to reflected ions) is better separated from the core (low
energy part) of the spectra. The percentage of reflected
heavy ions (bump) is decreasing with the Q/M ratio.
However, this percentage is higher than for a stationary
shock (Figure 6e). Figure 13f shows no noticeable change
with Figure 6f, except that a power law is evidenced only
for low Q/M ratio (4He2+ or O8+, and O7+). Let us note that
similar simulations have been performed for two additional
cases: (1) until ~t = 1600 where heavy ions have interacted
with the shock over a time range ~t = 972 ≈ 3.8~tSR, which
roughly equals to 0.92, 0.614, 0.46 and 0.4~ci (upstream
gyroperiod) for H+, 3H2+, 4He2+ or O8+, and O7+ ions,
respectively; (2) until ~t = 1744, where heavy ions have
interacted with the shock for a time range ~t = 1116 ≈
4.36~tSR, which roughly equals to 1.06, 0.705, 0.53 and
0.46~tSR (upstream gyroperiod) for H
+, 3H2+, 4He2+ or O8+,
Figure 11. (a–f) Similar plots as Figure 10 for a continuously time self‐reforming shock and measured
at ~t = 1600. Field components are also shown for reference in Figures 11a–11d.
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and O7+ ions, respectively. These both last cases are not
shown here, since no noticeable difference have been
evidenced with respect to results of Figure 13.
[44] In summary, the nonstationary effects contribute to
the formation of reflected ions (and reinforce the amplitude
of the corresponding bump) in the shock front spectra.
However, these effects have a weaker impact in the down-
stream spectra for high Q/M ratio cases
5. Discussion and Comparison
[45] This section contains two parts: one dealing with
comparison with previous simulations and associated theo-
retical models, the other with the application to solar ener-
getic particle events.
5.1. Comparison With Previous Simulations
and Theoretical Models
[46] In this subsection, we compare our present results
with those of previous papers. First, Toida and Ohsawa
[1995, 1997] have investigated the heavy ion acceleration
at a stationary perpendicular shock by using both analytical
approach and PIC simulations including four different ions
species (H, He, O, Fe). The authors found the following
results: (1) heavy ions are accelerated along the direction
parallel to the wave front under the transverse electric field
(~Ety), and light ions (protons) are accelerated through
reflection by the longitudinal electric field; (2) the acceler-
ation of protons is very rapid while that of heavy ions is
quite slow (it is even slower as the charge to mass ratio
decreases); (3) all heavy ions are accelerated (by ~Ety field)
Figure 12. (a–f) Similar plots as Figure 10 for a continuously time self‐reforming shock and measured
at ~t = 1744. Field components are also shown for reference in Figures 12a–12d.
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while only a part of incoming protons is accelerated by
reflection; and (4) accelerated heavy ions reach a maximum
y‐velocity which is independent of the charge to mass ratio
and can be written as VTO =
BmaxBo
BmaxþBoMnh [Toida and Ohsawa,
1997], where nh is the propagation speed of the wave.
However, two important questions are still unanswered:
(1) Why are some heavy ions reflected in our present simu-
lations? (2) What is the impact of the shock front non-
stationarity on the maximum velocity ~V TO of heavy ions?
[47] We have completed our analysis with additional
simulations in order to address these questions. Figure 14
shows the percentage of reflected heavy ions obtained for
one stationary shock versus their initial thermal velocity
along x direction; herein, we take profile A, which includes
typical foot, ramp and overshoot structures within the
shock transition region. The charge‐mass ratios of heavy
ions: 3H2+, 4He2+ or O8+, and O7+ are 2/3, 1/2, and 7/16
respectively. Figure 14a shows that this percentage increases
with the charge‐mass ratio and the initial thermal velocity. It
evidences clearly that as the initial thermal velocity is below
a certain threshold (which also increases with the charge‐
mass ratio), no ions are reflected (percentage is around
zero). The initial conditions used by Toida and Ohsawa
are indicated by a vertical arrow. Our results recover those
Figure 13. (a–d) The phase space plots (~V ix versus ~X ) of different ion species with the same initial
thermal speed (~V thi = 5~V thp) for a continuously time self‐reforming shock measured at ~t = 1552. Main
magnetic field ~Bz (blue) and electrostatic field ~Ex (red) are also shown at time ~t = 1552 for reference in
each plot. (e and f) The corresponding normalized energy spectra calculated within the shock front and
downstream region as obtained from Figures 13a–13d; each case (Figures 13a–13d) of Figures 13e and
13f is identified by different colors.
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of Toida and Ohsawa [1995, 1997] in low initial thermal
velocity cases, where no heavy ions are reflected.
[48] In the present analysis, we found that the percentage
of reflected heavy ions not only depends on the charge‐mass
ratio and initial thermal velocity but also depends on the
shock front structure. Indeed, for profile B (Figures 3 and 7),
the density of reflected ions decreases because of the weak
longitudinal electric field amplitude and broad shock ramp,
while for profile C (Figures 4 and 8), this fraction is strongly
enhanced due to the steep shock ramp and high cross‐shock
potential amplitude which is dominated by Hall effect [Yang
et al., 2009b].
[49] In addition, Figure 14b shows the ratios ~V iym/~V TO
measured for the three fixed shock profiles A, B and C
(stationary cases), and at three same corresponding times ~t =
1552, 1600 and 1744 for time‐evolving shock profiles
(nonstationary case); ~V iym indicates the maximum y‐velocity
of heavy ions around the shock front, and ~V TO denotes the
expected value obtained from the theory of Toida and
Ohsawa [1997]. The crossing point of the dashed lines cor-
responds to an “ideal” agreement with the theoretical model.
Our results show that two‐thirds of the numerical values ~V iym
obtained in the different cases of our simulations (stationary
and nonstationary cases) are much higher than the theoretical
value (i.e. are above this crossing point). This is particularly
true for shock profile C at ~t = 1744 denoted by crosses “x”
which are spreading far from the crossing point, and where
most incident heavy ions can be reflected and accelerated
by SDA/SSA mechanisms. For those heavy ions, as ~V iy
increases during their reflection, ~V ix increases rapidly which
is neglected in the Toida and Ohsawa’s model.
[50] Secondly, we compare our results with those obtained
by Chapman et al. [2005] who have investigated the impact
of helium percentage in the upstream region on downstream
protons and helium spectra. Their main results may be
summarized as follows: (1) the self‐reformation of the shock
front (initially driven by the accumulation of reflected
protons) changes noticeably as the relative density of
helium ions (versus protons) increases above ∼10% in the
upstream region; (2) these changes in the shock front are
accompanied by modulated downstream spectra of both
protons and helium ions. Herein, we investigate the effect of
nonstationary shock front on downstream particle spectra.
According to Chapman et al.’s results, our results can be
applied to the low helium percentage (<10%) cases.
[51] It is worth mentioning that the heavy ion spectra
measured within the shock front and the downstream region
(Figures 10e, 10f, 13e, and 13f) are also highly modulated
by the nonstationarity of the shock front. In order to com-
pare more accurately with the previous work of Chapman
et al. [2005], we calculate the downstream energy spectra
of protons and helium 4H2+ particles at different times
within a reformation cycle in the downstream rest frame.
Simulation boxes used for calculating present spectra are
identical to those mentioned in section 4; moreover, the
energy values are normalized to the particle injection energy
“~Einj”, which is defined by Chapman et al. [2005]. The
initial proton thermal velocity ~V thp is also close to that used
by Chapman et al. [2005]; herein we use ~V thi/~V thp= 0.7 for
helium ions. Figure 15 shows that proton spectra have a
Maxwellian shape (almost straight line in semilog scale
plots) while helium spectra have power law shapes. The
shapes and the variations of the downstream spectra for both
populations are similar respectively to those obtained by
Chapman et al. [2005]. In addition, our results evidence that
protons (helium) downstream spectra are relatively weakly
(strongly) affected by the shock front self‐reformation. One
striking feature is that the impact of the shock front non-
stationarity (within one self‐reformation cycle) on energy
spectra is comparable to that due to the presence of helium
ions (in particular above 10%) mentioned by Chapman et al.
[2005] and integrated over several self‐reformation cycles.
Figure 14. (a) The percentages of reflected heavy ions at shock profile A versus their initial thermal
x‐velocity component normalized to the proton thermal x‐velocity. Different heavy ion species 3H2+,
4He2+ or O8+, and O7+ are denoted by dash‐dotted, solid and dashed curves, respectively. The down-
ward arrow (near the origin) corresponds to the conditions used by Toida and Ohsawa [1997]. (b) The
ratio ~V iym/~V TO calculated for fixed shock cases versus those obtained for continuously time‐evolving
(reforming) shock. ~V iym denotes the maximum heavy ion y‐velocity measured around the shock front,
while ~V TO indicates the value deduced from the model of Toida and Ohsawa [1997]. Results are
represented by dots (“”), circles (“○”) and crosses (“×”), and measured respectively for different fixed
shock profiles A, B and C (vertical axis) and measured at the same times ~t = 1552, 1600, and 1744 in
the continuously time self‐reforming shock (horizontal axis).
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5.2. Comparison With Experimental Observations
and Models of Solar Energetic Particle (SEP) Events
[52] It is worth reviewing shortly the features of heavy ion
energy spectra in large gradual SEP events. Here, we only
concentrate on the observational/experimental energy spec-
tra of ions in a series of gradual SEP events associated with
CME‐driven shocks. Reames et al. [1997] reported energy
spectra of ions from a gradual event observed by WIND
spacecraft (1995 October 20th). The slope value of energy
spectra (averaged over different events) measured for dif-
ferent ion species (H, He, C etc.) ranged roughly from 1 to
1.3 within the energy range 0.0002∼1. Tylka and Lee [2006]
studied two large gradual SEP events respectively on 2002
April 21 and 2002 August 24, which have similar fast CMEs
and flares origins. The energy spectra of different ions
species observed by ACE and WIND spacecrafts have been
fitted to some familiar empirical power‐law distributions
[Ellison and Ramaty, 1985; Band et al., 1993]. The corre-
sponding slope values deduced for the two 2002 events
ranged roughly from 0.8 to 1.5 within the energy range
0.0001∼0.01, and from 2.4 to 4.2 within the range 0.01∼5,
respectively. Those spectra have been measured from
upstream to downstream of the CME‐driven shocks over 2–
3 days. Moreover, the authors found that these slope values
observed in gradual SEP events not only depend on the
shock acceleration mechanism and the transport through the
proton‐generated Alfven turbulence upstream of the shock
[Ng et al., 2003], but also highly depend on the location of
the satellite with respect to the curved shock front (as shown
by Reames [1999, Figure 3.4]).
[53] In order to interpret experimental data, a large amount
of SEP models have been processed in order to analyze the
particle acceleration and transport in SEP events associated
with CME‐driven shocks. Zank et al. [2000] have used a
one‐dimensional hydrodynamic code together with diffusive
shock acceleration theory in order to model the evolution of
a CME‐driven shock and to produce the accelerated particle
spectrum. Their model is only applicable to extremely
strong shocks, due to the use of the Bohm form of the spatial
diffusive coefficient [Berezhko and Völk, 2007; Shalchi,
2009]. The model presented by Rice et al. [2003] is an
extension of Zank et al. [2000] in that they calculated the
intensity of the upstream Alfvén waves driven by the
accelerated particles. This allows the spatial diffusion
coefficient to be calculated self‐consistently, using the
steady‐state solution of Gordon et al. [1999], rather than
invoking the Bohm limit. They have extended the acceler-
ation model of Zank et al. [2000] to shock waves of arbitrary
strength. Their main results can be summarized as follows:
(1) both the energy spectra upstream and downstream of
the shocks exhibit a power‐law distribution (~E−k); (2) the
slope values of these spectra decrease with the increasing
shock compression ratio (BDS/BUS, where BDS and BUS are
respectively the downstream and upstream magnetic field of
a perpendicular shock), and roughly range from 1 to 2.5.
[54] A three‐dimensional SEP model has been also per-
formed by using similar method [Lee, 1983; Lee and Ryan,
1986]. The authors modeled the shock as a spherically
symmetric, infinite‐strength, self‐similar, stationary blast
wave and made some strong assumptions (e.g., very high
blast wave velocity such as Vshock = 1000 Km/s, to make
their model tractable). The slope values of their power ‐law
spectra are within a wide range which can be easily con-
sistent with observations. However, shocks driven by fast
CME’s are generally believed to be the dominant accel-
erators in large gradual SEP events. A key challenge sup-
porting this scenario has been the highly variable spectral
and compositional characteristics of these events above a
few tens of MeV per nucleon [Tylka et al., 2005]. In order to
resolve this issue, Tylka and Lee [2006] have developed an
analytical model in which they proposed that this variability
results from the interplay of two factors: (1) the variation of
the shock‐normal angle Bn as the shock moves outward
from the Sun, and (2) a compound seed population, typically
comprising at least suprathermal particles from the corona (or
solar wind) such as 4He2+, O6+ and Fe10+) and suprathermal
Figure 15. (a and b) Downstream energy spectra of H+ (subscript “p”) and 4He2+ (subscript “a”) ions
obtained by Chapman et al. [2005], respectively. (c) Corresponding downstream energy spectra of H+
(black) and 4He2+ (blue) ions measured in our case at different times (~t = 1552 in solid, ~t = 1600 in
dashed, and ~t = 1744 in dashed‐dotted curves) for a continuously time‐evolving shock. Those spectra are
measured in the downstream frame and normalized to the upstream energy ~Einj as given by Chapman
et al. [2005].
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particles from flares (such as 3He2+, O8+ and Fe20+). The
functional form suggested by Ellison and Ramaty [1985,
equation 1] and Tilka and Lee [2006; equation 1] is used to
describe the spectrum of ions accelerated by diffusive shock
acceleration. They found that the fitted power law indices for
oxygen and iron spectra at quasi‐perpendicular shock can
reach values around 2.94 and 2.54, respectively.
[55] Sandroos and Vainio [2007] retrieved the results of
previous analytical models [Tylka and Lee, 2006] by using
Monte Carlo simulations. In their simulations, the initial
spectra of all ion species follow a power‐law distribution,
and the shock is modeled as a spherical discontinuity having
a constant velocity, gas compression and expanding towards
all directions as a bubble. But no information is provided
about the shock front thickness and nonstationary effects.
The other initial parameters, e.g., ions charge‐mass ratios
correspond to the values inferred by Tylka and Lee [2006].
They found that their model is in qualitative agreement with
both the model of Tylka and Lee [2006] and observations.
[56] However, diffusive shock acceleration does not work
well at quasi‐perpendicular shocks (Bn > 45°), where the
reflected ions return to the shock front almost immediately
due to their gyro‐motion in the upstream magnetic field.
Decker and Vlahos [1986] presented a study of shock
acceleration by integrating numerically the test‐particle tra-
jectories using magnetic field turbulence that was constructed
by superimposing a random component on the background
shocked field profile. Decker [1983] investigated the effect
of the long wavelength fluctuations on particle acceleration
in one‐dimensional shock fields. All these above shocks did
not include cross‐field diffusion. Therefore, Giacalone and
Jokipii [1996] have improved the model which is fully
three‐dimensional so that cross‐field diffusion, which is the
most relevant form of diffusion at perpendicular shocks,
is possible. The slope values of downstream energy spectra
roughly range from 1 to 2.3 and depend on the fluctuations
scales. Unfortunately, the shock microstructures (such as the
magnetic field overshoot, the cross‐shock potential and the
foot) as those observed during a time‐varying self‐reforming
shock are not included in their model.
[57] In this paper, we compare our results with previous
observations [Tylka et al., 2005] and simulations [Tylka and
Lee, 2006; Sandroos and Vainio, 2007] obtained on Fe/O
ratio spectrum. The main results of these previous works
may be summarized as follows: (1) above a few tens of
Mev per nucleon, large, gradual solar energetic particle
(SEP) events are highly variable in their spectral char-
acteristics (e.g. the abundance ratio of Fe/O versus energy)
and in elements composition (e.g. the average charge state
of Fe versus energy); (2) it is generally believed that this
variability results from two factors: shock angle Bn (the
angle between the shock normal and upstream magnetic
field) and a compound seed population (at least from corona
and flares); (3) the high energy part of Fe/O ratio spectra
increases with shock angle and relative percentage of flare
seed population. However, some important questions still
persist. If one takes a careful look at the characteristic
spectra shown in Figures 16a and 16b [from Tylka et al.,
2005] several relevant features can be noticed: (1) events
with high percentages of Fe/O are preferentially associated
with large percentage of 3He and large Bn values. In con-
trast, events with falling Fe/O generally have smaller per-
centage of 3He and are associated with a full range of
Bn values; (2) moreover, the distribution of colors in the
Figure 16b hints that among events with falling Fe/O, Fe/O
tends to fall steeply in association with smaller values of
Bn. At 100 keV/nucleon, the percentage of Fe/O in these
interplanetary shocks (IPS) events varies by about a factor
of 5. But, at 2 MeV/nucleon, the variation spans 2 orders of
magnitude. Thus, IPS events exhibit the same extreme
morphologies as the SEP events [Tylka et al., 2005, Figure 1].
These authors concluded that this fact alone suggests that
the variability originates in the details of shock acceleration,
and not in two distinct acceleration mechanisms. Present
results evidence that the shock front nonstationarity which
affects the particle acceleration at shocks front can also be a
source of experimental data modulations in addition to
those due to the charge state and the shock‐normal angle.
[58] We have also reported in Figure 16 the results issued
from the test particle simulations obtained by Tylka and Lee
[2006] and Sandroos and Vainio [2007] where nonstation-
ary effects of the shock front are excluded (Figures 16c
and 16d). Figures 17a and 17b shows the results issued
from our test particle simulations where nonstationary
effects are included via the shock front self‐reformation.
The initial conditions and seed populations used in our si-
mulations are defined as follows. We introduce average
abundance ratios hFe/Oi ≈ 1.08 for flare component and
hFe/Oiflare/hFe/Oicoronal ≈ 8 for coronal component, in order
to approach the ratio value hFe/Oi ≈ 1.08 measured
experimentally by satellites [Reames et al., 1994; Reames,
1995]; hi is an average over all selected events. The ratio
R = hOflare/Ocoronali used by Tylka and Lee [2006] and
Sandroos and Vainio [2007] cannot be directly measured,
so it is a free parameter which can be varied. The charge‐
states of flare and coronal components used in our simu-
lations are QO,flare = 8
+, QFe,flare = 20
+, QO,coronal = 6
+, and
QFe,coronal = 10
+, corresponding approximately to the
values inferred by Tylka and Lee [2006] and used by
Sandroos and Vainio [2007]. The temperature ratio of flare
and coronal seeds is 4, which is close to that (=3.1) used by
Tylka and Lee [2006]. Herein, the Fe/O ratio spectrum is
calculated from the location of the shock overshoot to far
upstream (about 260D away from the overshoot).
[59] Figure 17a shows the energy spectrum of Fe/O ratio
normalized to the coronal value = 0.134 which corresponds
to Figure 5 of Tylka and Lee [2006] as calculated for dif-
ferent R values with a continuously‐time self‐reforming
shock shown in Figure 1. The key features are the following:
[60] 1. The spectra variations of Fe/O ratio obtained for
different values of R = hOflare/Ocoronali are similar to the
previous results obtained by Tylka and Lee [2006];
[61] 2. In particular, these variations are the strongest for
low R values and almost disappear for high R values (R=50)
where the Fe/O ratio becomes independent of the energy;
[62] 3. For a fixed R value, solid, dashed, and dash‐dotted
curves represent the results obtained as the Fe/O ratio spec-
trum is time‐averaged from ~t = 628 to different ending times
~t = 1552, 1600, and 1744 respectively (as in Section 4). It
clearly appears that the variations of the spectrum become
even more amplified by the nonstationarity; these amplifi-
cations are the strongest for low R values but are smoothed
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out for high R values. In other words, the shock front non-
stationarity has a strong impact on the Fe/O ratio spectra.
[63] 4. Figure 17b shows the corresponding total average
charge states hQFe,flare + QFe,coronali versus energy, which are
in good agreement with results of Sandroos and Vainio
[2007] reported in Figure 16d. In particular, the variations
versus energy only appear for weak R value, but are totally
smoothed out for high R value. Moreover, present results
show that the nonstationarity of the shock front has a negli-
gible effect on the average charge state of Fe elements what-
ever the R ratio is; the impact of the R parameter is dominant.
[64] 5. At present, it is difficult to compare more quanti-
tatively our results with previous observational heavy ion
spectra [Tylka et al., 2006] because of the lack of infor-
mation on initial conditions. In order to fill‐in partially this
gap, we have performed a parametric simulation analysis
versus initial energy. Low initial energy results (~V th,flare/
~V th,coronal = 2~V thp/~V thp) are reported in Figures 17c and
17d, in order to be compared with the high energy results
(~V th,flare/~V th,coronal = 10~V thp/5~V thp) shown in Figures 17a
and 17b. The striking feature is that, for R=0, the ratio
Fe/O is almost independent of the energy range (Figure 17c).
Moreover, for finite R values, nonstationary effects lead to
some fluctuations forcing the ratio Fe/O to follow a larger
hump in low initial energy case (Figure 17c), and in contrast
a deeper depletion in the high initial energy case (Figure 17a).
Moreover, for both initial low and high energy cases,
nonstationary effects again amplify the fluctuations in the
Figure 16. (a and b) The observational results of Fe/O ratio versus energy for 23 traveling interplanetary
shock (IPS) events [Desai et al., 2003] in which the energy dependence is strong [from Tylka et al., 2005,
Figure 3]. Data points are from ACE ULEIS (∼0.1–2.0MeV nucleon−1), Wind LEMT (∼2.5–10 MeV
nucleon−1), and ACE SIS (10–15MeV nucleon−1). In Figure 16a, Fe/O is normalized to the nominal
coronal value (0.134 [Reames, 1995]); the color indicates the 3He/4He percentage measured in the events
within the range 0.5–2.0 MeV nucleon−1 from ACE ULEIS [Desai et al., 2003]. Figure 16b shows the
percentage of Fe/O normalized to the value of each event observed within the range 0.08–0.16 MeV
nucleon−1; the color indicates the Bn value (or its supplement, if smaller) measured from ACE. Figures
16c and 16d show the variation of Fe/O ratio and the average charge state of Fe versus energy,
respectively [from Sandroos and Vainio, 2007, Figure 5].
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Fe/O energy spectra but have a weaker impact on hQFe,flare +
QFe,coronali spectra except for high energy range (~E > 0.2 in
Figure 17d).
[65] In summary, nonstationary effects have an important
impact on the variation of Fe/O ratio versus energy which,
sometimes, is comparable to that due to the variation of R
ratio; these effects add to those due the particle charge state
and shock‐normal angle. In contrast, the impact of the
nonstationarity is rather limited on the total average charge
states whatever the R ratio is.
6. Conclusions
[66] In this paper, we have used electric and magnetic
field shock profiles produced in a 1‐D PIC simulation and
test‐particle simulations in order to analyze the dynamics
and energization of upstream Maxwellian heavy ions inter-
acting with a nonstationary (self‐reforming) perpendicular
shock. This approach is self‐consistent on proton scale but
not on heavy ions scales (not included self‐consistently), but
allows to present the advantage of relative simplicity and to
perform good statistics of various species of heavy ions at
reasonable computer cost; this point is particularly important
for very heavy ions. A parametric analysis has been per-
formed by varying initial thermal energy of the Maxwellian
distribution and the charge‐mass ratio of different heavy ion
species. This analysis has been focused on so called “sta-
tionary cases” (equivalent to the fixed shock profiles
selected within a self‐reformation cycle) and “nonstationary
cases” (equivalent to the continuously time‐evolving shock
profiles covering one or several full self‐reformation cycles)
and has evidenced the following features:
[67] 1. As for light ions (protons), the incident heavy ions
can be separated into two parts: reflected ions (R) and
directly transmitted (DT) ions for both stationary and non-
stationary cases. Reflected heavy ions suffer different shock
acceleration mechanisms SSA and SDA before penetrating
the shock front and propagating downstream. The highest
Figure 17. Figures 17a and 17b, defined for the high energy case ~V th,flare/~V th,coronal = 10~V thp/5~V thp,
show our simulation results obtained for a continuously time self‐reforming shock (Figure 1). (a) The
percentage of the Fe/O ratio (normalized to the coronal value=0.134) versus normalized kinetic energy,
for different values of the parameter R = hOflare/Ocoronali. For each concerned R value, the solid, dashed,
and dash‐dotted curves represent the results obtained at ~t = 1552, 1600, and 1744, respectively. (b) The
corresponding average charge state of Fe versus normalized kinetic energy, as calculated for each case of
Figure 17a (left). Figures 17c and 17d are similar to Figures 17a and 17b, respectively, and are defined for
low energy case (~V th,flare/~V th,coronal = 2~V thp/~V thp).
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energy part of the spectrum calculated within the shock front
is mainly formed by SDA reflected ions; SSA reflected ions
poorly contribute to this high energy part.
[68] 2. The fraction of reflected heavy ions rapidly increases
with their initial thermal energies in both stationary and
nonstationary cases. However, as the width of the whole
shock front is large (and its amplitude decreases) as for
profile B, this fraction stays almost constant but its high
energy range increases (Figure 3). In contrast, the fraction
of reflected heavy ions decreases rapidly with the Q/M ratio
(i.e. for heavier ions), since heavier ions penetrate further
downstream without being reflected.
[69] 3. One important feature is the evidence of an injected
monoenergetic heavy ion population within the high energy
range which is supported by SDA reflected ions. This dis-
tribution not only persists quite well in presence of nonsta-
tionary effects (for high initial thermal energies), but in
addition its amplitude is strongly reinforced by these effects.
However, as the ratio Q/M increases, the evidence of this
distribution is not so clear according to the concerned shock
profile. In addition, as the Q/M ratio decreases, the nonsta-
tionary effects tend to decrease this population (which still
persists for all Q/M ratios of concern).
[70] 4. Large amplitude front (associated with a steep
ramp) as that generated during the self‐reformation facil-
itates the reflection of heavy ions, since the increase of
electromagnetic fields at the shock front take place more
quickly as compared to the time during which heavy ions
interact with steep shock profiles.
[71] 5. The location of heavy ions vortex center around
the shock transition region shifts downstream as the charge‐
mass ratio decreases due to the increasing inertial effects
which allows heavier ions to penetrate further downstream
before (or even without) being reflected. One important
point is that this location is independent on the initial ther-
mal energy of heavy ions.
[72] 6. The downstream energy spectra can strongly vary
from a Maxwellian to a power law type distribution for
different fixed shock profiles. However, the continuously
self‐reforming shock lead to a power law distribution whose
index only slightly varies for different initial ~V thi.
[73] 7. The evidence of power law in the downstream
spectra without invoking diffusive shock acceleration (DSA)
is not surprising. The SDA and SSA processes have been
already proposed to generate power law energy spectra in
regions ranging from downstream to upstream of quasi‐
perpendicular shocks [Zank et al., 1996; Lipatov and Zank,
1999]. Present results show that this feature persists quite
well for different heavy ion species and more precisely in
the downstream region i.e. where the DSA cannot be
invoked. Ideally, the power laws obtained in DSA depend
on the shock compression ratio due to the multiple
encounter coupling of the particles to the shock compres-
sion. Present power laws are presumably due to the thermal
spreads of ions and the stochasticity of the fluctuating fields.
[74] 8. Most DT ions contribute to the low and middle
energy part of the downstream spectrum, while “old”
reflected ions mainly contribute to its high energy part; “old”
refer the ions which have been reflected by the shock
front before penetrating the downstream region. Moreover,
“freshly” reflected ions contribute to the high energy part of
the shock front spectrum; “freshly” refer the ions which have
just been reflected but are still present in the shock front
region. Moreover, our results show that the acceleration
“efficiency” of the R heavy ions can be much higher than that
deduced from the model of Toida and Ohsawa [1997] (in
particular at steep shock profiles), where the contributing
energy gain along x direction has been neglected.
[75] 9. The nonstationarity of the shock front has a strong
impact on H+ and 4He2+ ion energy spectra which is com-
parable to that obtained by varying the percentage of helium
ions as investigated by Chapman et al. [2005]. This result
only applies for low helium percentage cases 4He2+% (at least
lower than 10%) for which the shock front self‐reformation
stays unchanged and is only controlled by the reflected
upstream protons.
[76] 10. Furthermore, the variations of Fe/O ratio spectra
in high energy part have been retrieved for different R ratio
values as initially evidenced experimentally by Tylka et al.
[2005], and in test particle simulations of a stationary
shock [Tylka and Lee, 2006; Sandroos and Vainio, 2007].
This variation is mainly observed for low R values but
disappears for high R values. In addition, present results
show that, for low R values, the nonstationary effects of the
shock front strongly amplify these variations. This suggests
that such effects should be considered in addition to the
shock‐normal angle and combined seed populations already
included in current SEP model and in the interpretation of
experimental data. In contrast, these nonstationary effects
have a poor impact on the total average charge states.
[77] The present conclusions are based on one‐dimensional
test particle simulations applied to self‐consistent nonsta-
tionary perpendicular shock profiles (based on protons
dynamics). Further investigation of heavy ions dynamics by
using fully self‐consistent PIC simulations for both protons
and heavy ions is under active investigation, and will be
presented in a further work. In addition, we also note that
the oblique [Savoini and Lembège, 1994], curved [Savoini
and Lembège, 2001], rippled shock front [Lembège and
Savoini, 1992; Lembège et al., 2009] and the turbulence
upstream and downstream of the shock [Zank et al., 2004; Lu
et al., 2009;Giacalone andDecker, 2010;Guo et al., 2010] in
high dimensional simulations may also affect particle accel-
eration. The impact of downstream ion cyclotron wave on
particle heating [Lu and Wang, 2005, 2006] could be
retrieved in quasi‐perpendicular shock simulations with at
least two dimensions. Shock reformation is only one aspect of
the larger question of how particles initially interact with a
realistic shock. Since the self‐reformation is a robust process
evidenced in 1‐D, 2‐D and 3‐D simulations [Hellinger et al.,
2002; Lembège et al., 2009; Shinohara et al., 2011], we
choose to focus our attention in the present analysis on the
impact of a self‐reforming shock, in the most simple condi-
tion i.e. for a strictly perpendicular 1‐D shock on the
dynamics of heavy ions. Further work will present the particle
acceleration at 2‐D rippled shock front with electromagnetic
fluctuations.
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